Hi Folks,
Singing with a good mask that has a proper fit reduces the flow of aerosols in singing to the same level as normal talking. They work! Masks for singing need more room. There are some excellent masks, even some beautiful ones. I've listed below the masks I've tried, and others I've heard recommended by singers.

Cheers,
Bryan

P.S. Please let me know if you've found other masks that work well for you when singing.

The basic blue masks we see all over the place are not good for singing. Face shields and most clear plastic masks have proven significantly less effective in aerosol transmission studies. While most masks succeed at limiting most larger aerosols, the smaller ones (droplets) escape most masks. Fit is crucial. Studies show that 2-ply cotton masks that have a close fit work very well. Adding a filter to most masks improves the effectiveness significantly. Most of the masks below run cost $20-30.

**RESONANCE Singer's Mask**
this is the best I've found; good fit, effective, comfortable, very roomy, you can choose your size; washable; optional filters to add; I've sung for an hour in one and it still felt fine

**MANDALA MASKS**
beautiful and effective, washable; these cost a bit more ($40 on the site below) and take a while to be (hand) made; extremely comfortable as well as attractive and effective
[https://www.facebook.com/pages/category/Health-Beauty/Mandala-Masks-115225070176438/](https://www.facebook.com/pages/category/Health-Beauty/Mandala-Masks-115225070176438/)

**NOKA POSH 3D Mask for Women Singers**
comfortable, roomy, effective; ear loops, filter option, washable
[https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B08Z7WJWVL/ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_asin_title_o00_s00?ie=UTF8&psc=1](https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B08Z7WJWVL/ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_asin_title_o00_s00?ie=UTF8&psc=1)

**BROADWAY RELIEF singer's mask**
lots of space, the fit isn't great for me; washable; I don't like this one, but others do
[https://www.broadwayreliefproject.com/singersmask](https://www.broadwayreliefproject.com/singersmask)
KN95 MASK
Very effective, light-weight, cheap, space around mouth & nose, but may be limiting on jaw opening; not washable; widely available but many counterfeit ones, so be careful; W W DOLL makes a very high quality version
https://www.amazon.com/KN95-Face-Mask-Pack-Dust/dp/B08L34LN8P

4OCEAN support frame $15 for 4-pack
these clip on to a mask you already have and create a nice space around nose and mouth for general mask-wearing as well for singing: I use mine every day; 4Ocean supports cleaning up the seas, so a very good cause, too!
https://www.4ocean.com/products/4ocean-face-mask-support-frames?variant=37976782405825

PROTEC
some have told me this one is good
https://www.jwpepper.com/Protec-Singer%27s-Mask/11341055.item#.YKA0zi1h1qs

SING-SAFE
some have told me this one is good
https://www.jwpepper.com/Sing-Safe-Singer%27s-Mask/11335409.item#.YKA05y1h1qs

McCORMICK'S
one person recommended this one

From Syd,
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